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Chapter Three 

Transgressive Power: 

Discourse of Femininity 

 

Break the narrative.  Refuse all the stories 

that have been told so far (because that is 

what the momentum really is), and try to 

tell the story differently— in a different 

style, with different weights— and allow 

some air to those elements chocked with 

centuries of use, and give some substance 

to the floating world.  (TPB 62-63) 

 

     In response to the correspondent’s need, “Freedom, just for one night,” Ali, the 

e-mail writer, narrates, onto her computer screen, a virtual love affair, a forbidden 

romance that has been manipulated by the effect of power/domination relations.  The 

married woman’s relatively subordinated role in a love triangle is characterized by the 

fact that she would rather come back to a normal world at the expense of her 

passionate feelings than accomplish her autonomy of femininity when a chance comes.  

Yet, in light of such strategies as confession and invention, Ali’s discourse seems to be 
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judged against one of the dominant discursive norms, namely, a masculine discourse 

the silenced husband stands for.  Unlike a passive and compliant victim of 

oppressive ideologies with which the married woman is vested, Ali is presented as a 

certain type of sexual agent, critical of homogeneous self.1  Also, his/her own sense 

of self is constructed in negotiating with different discursive structures across five 

centuries.  However, it may be unsafely assumed that a change in the realistic world 

(such as a collective political action) is possible when the same transformation is 

realized in the imaginary/virtual world.  Take the bisexual affair for instance.  It 

will be unclear to say that a boundary line between heterosexuality and homosexuality 

or the transcendence of time and space in the virtual reality foreshadows the same 

consequence in the realistic world.  Yet, this chapter seeks to explore the ways in 

which Ali’s discourse of femininity negotiates relations of power with discourses of 

hegemonic ideologies, and to examine how Ali as an e-mail writer adroitly answers to 

the on-line correspondent’s need, “Freedom, just for one night,” by the story of a love 

triangle.  Further, the issue on women’s subjectivity will be explored as well.  Thus, 

this chapter will grapple with a crucial issue on women’s autonomy of femininity by 

means of Ali’s resistant discourse of femininity, mainly in terms of Michel Foucault’s 

discourse analysis and Sara Mills4’s study on discourse of femininity.   By doing so, I 

will argue that the treatment of narrativity (Ali’s confessional discourse in particular), 

the delineations of femininity (discourse of femininity) and an alternative subjectivity 

(lesbian discourse) constitute transgressive power to negotiate discursive constraints 

                                                 
1 The idea of self is close to personhood or one’s social identity.  However, the concept of self in this 
chapter is irrelevant to that of self defined by Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan in a psychoanalytical 
perspective. 
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in which patriarchy is involved.  I will first present a simple survey of Foucault’s 

discourse analysis to see how it is appropriated and modified for feminist uses. 

Foucault’s Discourse Analysis 

     Sara Mills has, in her book Discourse, states that the word discourse “cannot be 

pinned down to one meaning, since it has had a complex history and it is used in a 

range of different ways by different theorists” (6).  The term discourse has gradually 

come not so much to be designated as the investigation of language in use as to be a 

social phenomenon.2  The concept of discourse, according to David Howarth, has 

become widely deployed in contemporary academic disciplines and social or human 

sciences such as anthropology, sociocultural history; psychoanalysis and social 

psychology; cultural studies; political policy analysis and theories; literary theory; to 

name just a few.3  It is thus not entirely surprising that the number of studies in 

discourse analysis has lately been increasing rapidly.  Howarth, in his elaboration of 

discourse theories, explains three major traditions on the theories of discourse, namely, 

structuralism, hermeneutics and Marxism, all of which concentrate on how meanings 

are constructed (10-12).  Structuralists4 pay attention to “the way in which meaning 

and signification are a product of a system of signs,” says Howarth (10).  In 

opposition to the inherent characteristics of texts, structuralists claim that meaning is 

nothing less than “an effect of the formal differences between terms” (10).  Meaning 

is relational between different elements of a system.5  Also, meaning is social when 

                                                 
2 For a more detailed explanation of discourse, please see Macdonell’s Theories of Discourse: An 
Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986), 1-7. 
3 See David Howarth’s “Introduction: Defining the Concept of Discourse” in Discourse 
(Buckinghamshire: Open UP, 2000), 1-15. 
4 Ferdinard de Saussure and Roman Jakobson are considered representatives. 
5 One has to understand related terms like black, red, blue and so on in order to comprehend the 
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later structuralist theorists6 extend structuralist idea on the formation of meaning as 

signifying system (signifier and signified) to a wide scope of social practices, 

according to Howarth (10-11).  The second tradition of discourse theories refers to 

hermeneutics in Howarth’s analysis.  Hermeneutical scholars7 attempt to interpret 

meanings in terms of a historical aspect, and to discover “the historically specific 

rules and conventions that structure the production of meaning in a particular social 

context” (11).  In Howarth’s opinion, Marxist theoreticians8 are prone to stress “the 

material and practical characteristics of ideology,” focusing on social agents and 

ideological phenomena (ideas, language and consciousness) that “have to be 

explained by reference to underlying economic and political process” (12).  In a 

word, many theoretical scholars are concerned with how meanings are constructed at 

the levels of structuralism, hermeneutics and Marxism, and others are concerned 

directly with the legitimation of knowledge in the field of postmodernism.  By 

challenging the construction of meaning and its valid status, western theorists 

re-interpret meanings on truth or knowledge, re-examining the ways in which the 

construction or transformation of meanings has been affected by subjectivity, identity, 

language or power relations.  Among these crucial scholars9, whose brilliant ideas 

lead to a prominent discourse analysis in contemporary sciences and disciplines, 

Foucault is regarded as the major influential figure in cultural and literary theories due 

to his theorizing power on discourse theory as well as his discussions of power, 

                                                                                                                                            
meaning of the word “white.” 
6 Among them are Claude Lévi-Strauss, Jacques Lacan, Louis Althusser and Roland Barthes. 
7 Such scholars as Martin Heidegger and Ludwig Wittenstein. 
8 Such theoreticians as Antonio Gramsci, Althusser and Michel Pécheux. 
9 Such crucial scholars are Jacques Derrida, Jean-Francois Lyotard, Foucault and Althusser. 
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knowledge and truth. 

     Foucault invites us to see discourse not so much simply as signifying elements 

or groups of signs— that is, any combinations or representations between words and 

things— but as discursive structures or social practices.10  Foucault is more interested 

in the meaning of discourse as “a regulated practice that accounts for a number of 

statements” (The Archaeology of Knowledge 80), partly because of such crucial 

elements as truth, power and knowledge; and partly because of the exercises of 

mechanics, institutions and apparatuses.11  Take the word sex for example.  

Foucault, in The History of Sexuality, explicates: 

The central issue, then (at least in the first instance), is not to determine 

whether one says yes or no to sex, whether one formulates prohibitions or 

permissions, whether one asserts its importance or denies its effects, or 

whether one refines the words one uses to designate it; but to account for 

the fact that it is spoken about, to discover who does the speaking, the 

positions and viewpoints from which they speak, the institutions which 

prompt people to speak about it and which store and distribute the things 

that are said.  (11) 

In a word, it is more important to say how a particular discourse is manipulated or 

constructed by the effect of power relations than to say such a discourse is true or 

false.  Therefore, according to Foucault, truth is produced under different social 

                                                 
10 See Foucault’s The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. Sheridan Smith A. M. (London: Tavistock, 
1972), 49. 
11 Foucault argues that there are three scopes of meanings regarding the word discourse— it is defined 
as “the general domain of all statements,” as “an individualizable group of statements,” and as “a 
regulated practice that accounts for a number of statements.” See also Foucault’s The Archaeology of 
Knowledge, 80. 
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contexts rather than marked as something transcendental or intrinsic.  Foucault 

further argues that alternative knowledge is excluded as certain form of knowledge is 

granted as true.12  A connection between the production of knowledge and power 

relations is described by Foucault as “power/knowledge.”  Foucault’s discourse 

theory has been chiefly productive due to its concern with power relations and the 

effect of power/knowledge.  His critical insights into theorizing power on discourse 

theory have been applied by contemporary cultural studies.  Among them are 

feminist theory and post-colonial discourse theory since the modification (borrowed 

from Foucault’s work on discourse) works to serve political ends. 

Discourse Theories for Feminist Politics 

     Besides Foucault’s theorizing power on discourse theory, Nancy Fraser also 

claims the uses of discourse theories for feminist critique, and argues: 

I suggest that a theory of discourse can help us understand at least four 

things, all of which are interrelated.  First, it can help us understand how 

people’s social identities are fashioned and altered over time.  Second, it 

can help us understand how, under conditions of inequality, social groups 

in the sense of collective agents are formed and unformed.  Third, a 

theory of discourse can illuminate how the cultural hegemony of dominant 

groups in society is secured and contested.  Fourth and finally, it can shed 

light on the prospects for emancipatory social change and political 

practice.  (178) 

                                                 
12 Western medical science presents an example. We still take for granted the assumption that Chinese 
traditional medicine is considered inferior and nonscientific in contrast to the western medical science, 
formulated as a dominant discourse by the exercise of mechanics in relation to power and knowledge. 
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The third notion of hegemony echoes what Foucalt states: “Where there is power 

there is resistance,” since hegemony “designates a process wherein cultural authority 

is negotiated and contested” (180).  Such a theory is useful when countering an 

assumption that women are passive victims of male dominance.  Mills also examines 

the significance of Foucault’s theory of discourse for feminist politics and concludes 

that there are at least three dimensions of discourse theories to consider: confesstional 

discourse, discourse of femininity and discourses in conflict (heterosexual discourse 

VS lesbian discourse).13  The following section aims, in a case of Ali’s virtual 

adulterous affair, to explore how a discourse of femininity as transgressive power 

negotiates power with other dominant discursive structures, mainly in terms of Mills’s 

elaboration of feminist theory of discourse. 

Confessional Discourse 

     The Confessional, in Mills’s discussion of feminist theory and discourse theory, 

has been important for feminist critique since such a discourse manifests the 

manipulation of self-discipline.  Women are, in the process of confession, displayed 

as compliant subjects14 while internalizing disciplines or social practices that 

regulatory regimes devise.  Yet, certain feminist theorists claim that sites of 

resistance in the process of a compliant subject’s confession will occur.  The married 

woman’s confessional discourse in The PowerBook sets an example to illustrate this 

point.  When first bumping into Ali in Paris, the married woman makes her affairs 

justifiable by confessing that “there are nights when I’d prefer nothing at all” (TPB 

                                                 
13 See Sara Mills’s “Feminist Theory and Discourse Theory” in Discourse. (NY: Routledge, 1997), 
77-104. 
14 A possible connotation of “subject” is an independent person who is free from domination. Women 
as compliant subjects are considered as false beings. 
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44).  She would like to pursue a wider space at the risk of dissolving her marriage.  

The representation of the married woman’s confessional discourse should not be 

considered so much a display of a compliant subject as a powerful strategic 

intervention with the discourse of masculinity.   Completely understanding the force 

of masculine discourse, the married woman is capable of negotiating what it means to 

be a sexual agent.  However, the dominant discourse is so powerful that the married 

woman not only internalizes its practices, supported by institutions, states and people 

in general, but also surrenders herself voluntarily to the discourse of masculinity by 

behaving properly with a specific range of parameters as a (heterosexual) 

gendered/female subject.  In this case, the married woman conducts herself well as a 

mannerly and self-regulated wife under the discursive framework of heterosexual 

femininity.  Another model of the married woman’s confessional discourse in 

competition with the discourse of masculinity lies primarily in the fact that there is a 

strong desire for the married woman to possess two worlds at the same time— the 

realistic one where one lives with safety as well as self-discipline and the imaginary 

one where one lives with risk and freedom (including the autonomy of 

femininity)— regardless of her truly tacit acknowledgement of a phenomenal world 

where her personhood of femininity relies.  An ambiguous attitude toward life/social 

identity unravels in light of her confessional discourse: 

     She [the married woman] said—  

     ‘We both want life.  That’s why I’m here.’ 

     ‘You want risk.’ 

     ‘What’s wrong with that?’ 
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     ‘And you want safety.’ 

     ‘What’s wrong with that?’ 

     ‘Don’t you read the financial papers?’ 

     ‘Never.  I’m married to a banker.’ 

     ‘You can’t have safety and risk in the same investment.’  (TPB 208) 

As a matter of fact, the discourse of masculinity embodied in the mouth of the married 

woman is encountered directly by Ali’s discourse.  Ali’s counter-discourse serves as 

the means through which social relations among Ali, the married woman and the 

silenced husband are negotiated.  In the phenomenal world, one cannot have safety 

and risk in the same basket simply as Ali states.  Yet, what Ali really tends to convey 

is that a potential change will occur if the married woman exerts the same energy/risk 

into the world of reality.   The very act of three meetings in Paris, Capri and London 

is highly subversive, although no decision is definitely made by the married woman at 

the end of this bisexual love affair.  The process to which discourse of masculinity is 

constantly contested by the married woman’s confessional discourse and Al’s 

counter-discourse exemplifies that discourses serve as the sites of struggle.  The 

married woman’s failure at the end, according to Mills, can be regarded as “structural 

problems with Western culture’s demands on women” (83). 

     Ali’s confessional discourse is more powerful and transgressive than that of the 

married woman.  Refusing to be a victim of the male dominance, Ali retells the story 

of her past troubled affair to the on-line correspondent on the computer screen in an 

attempt to answer to the correspondent’s need, “Freedom, just for one night,” and 

thereby secures again her subjectivity, free from structural constraints.  In Ali’s 
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opinion, women’s (social) identity/position should never be confined as a fixed entity 

in the phenomenal world, nor is it shaped simply by the patriarchal norms or values.  

Speaking as a marriage guidance counselor, the narrator Ali unravels how the married 

woman’s identity is socially constructed and confined by dominant discursive 

structures: 

     Inside her marriage there were too many clocks and not enough time.  

Too much furniture and too little space.  Outside her marriage, there 

would be nothing to hold her, nothing to shape her.  The space she found 

would be outer space [or cyber space].  Space without gravity or weight, 

where bit by bit the self disintegrates.  (TPB 45) 

It is rather dangerous to make empty the married woman’s identity at outer/cyber 

space since where there is no identity, there is no self.15  Yet, what Ali connotes is 

that (gender) identity is not as rigid or fixed as the married woman’s model upon the 

patriarchal hegemony is.  Rather, it should be multiple and plural under different 

historically social practices.  In the married woman’s case, she is not always a 

married woman to the same degree.  She could become a shopkeeper, a professional 

technician, a storyteller or someone’s beloved.  In a word, women have many faces, 

many selves and many identities.  A fixed categorization of gender should be 

challenged.  Similarly, the married woman’s self should not be shaped simply by the 

heterosexual norms. 

     Ali’s confessional discourse as transgressive power serves not only as the sites 

of resistance, but also as the prospects of extending her desires into a social/political 
                                                 
15 The “married” woman’s self is conclusively determined and endorsed by her social position; that is, 
her marriage. 
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campaign.  In contrast to the married woman’s stable and cohesive ego/identity, Ali 

is characterized by multiple identities such as a confessing e-mail writer, a 

transformative protagonist in her own make-up stories, a shape-shifting storyteller, 

and a contemporary fictional writer.  Thus, Ali’s counter-discourse characteristic of 

subversive impulses creates the strength in competition with the dominant discourses.  

A relief from a stable (social) identity creates space for Ali, breaking apart the 

dichotomy and simultaneously finding her vitality or potential.  On one occasion, Ali 

travels to Paris and says, “My mind reached forward into the unlimited space it can 

occupy when I loose it from its kennel” (TPB 52).  The same point Ali tends to 

convey is much stronger in his/her another discourse of the confession: “If we can 

close that window [of the realistic world], on purpose or by chance, what we find 

behind is another view [of identity]” (TPB 120).  Furthermore, Ali continues to 

illustrate his/her idea more directly, “We think of ourselves as close and finite, when 

we are multiple and infinite” (TPB 121).  As the embodiment of a self in process, Ali 

re-invents the story by proffering two polar endings to the correspondent: one is 

coming back to a normal world and the other taking a risk to start a new life.  The 

choice— “Here are two endings.  You choose” (TPB 242)— is suspended for the 

married woman as well as the on-line correspondent.  It seems that the 

correspondent’s demand will be accomplished if she chooses one ending for herself 

after having a relief from a stable (social) identity just as Ali does.  By storytelling, 

Ali successfully extends his/her desire of boundary-crossing (of identity) into a 

political action, embodied by the correspondent and other on-line readers. 

     I have, so far, argued that the function of confessional discourse serves not only 
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as the sites of resistance in relation to the discourse of masculinity, but also as a 

vehicle, used by the e-mail writer moving his/her desire into a political act.  Next, I 

will proceed to deal with the transgressive power in terms of discourse of femininity.  

Discourse of Femininity 

     According to Mills, the description of discursive structures (discourses of 

femininity and masculinity in particular) occupies another important aspect of 

feminist critique if feminist scholars tend to make use of Foucault’s discourse theory.  

Jumping from an earlier idea that femininity is seen to be as an imposed ideological 

category— namely, women are portrayed as passive recipients of oppression— Mills 

concludes that the assumption that “women actively work out their subject positions 

and roles in the process of negotiating discursive constraints” (86) is a breakthrough 

for contemporary feminist theorists.16  We still take for granted the assumption that 

the quality of femininity refers, under whatever circumstances, to passive 

heterosexual femininity.  Yet, Ali’s discourse of femininity, or a lesbian text, serves 

as the sites of resistance in relation to the discourse of heterosexual femininity.  By 

means of disrupting the authority of heterosexual economy, Ali attempts to explore 

other possibilities of what is defined as feminine in her subversive texts.  Take the 

virtual affair for example.  An analysis of Ali’s discourse of femininity as 

transgressive power can further be illustrated in terms of a sexual relationship and the 

use of pleasure. 

     Whereas an obligatory and repressive power-over social relationship between 

men and women constitutes a mainstream heterosexual society, a harmonious and 

                                                 
16 See footnote 13. 
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undifferentiated homosexual relationship is advocated by Ali.  Finally rejecting a 

proposal that a domination relation is ubiquitous between a couple— that is, one is 

dominant and the other oppressed— Ali offers another view of sexual relationship: “I 

[Ali] don’t want to conquer you [the married woman]; I just want to climb you.  I 

want to climb through the fire until I am the fire” (TPB 204; emphasis mine).  

Another possibility of sexual relationship emerges; namely, a unanimous and 

uncontested homosexual relationship that is expected.  Bearing such a sexual 

relationship means that no power-over relations exist between a couple.  Ali 

proceeds to explain such a harmonious (sexual) relationship in a utopia view: 

     In this space which is inside you and inside me I ask for no rights or 

territories.  There are no frontiers or controls.  The usual channels do 

not exist.  This is the orderly anarchic space that no one can dictate, 

though everyone tries.  This is a country without a ruler.  I am free to 

come and go as I please.  This is Utopia.  It could never happen beyond 

bed.  This is the model of government for the world.  No one will vote 

for it, but everyone comes back here.  This is the one place where 

everybody comes.  (TPB 205; emphasis added). 

It should not be misunderstood that a mainstream heterosexual relationship is to be 

replaced by an uncontested homosexual one.  Rather, the point lies primarily in the 

fact that Ali’s lesbian texts serve as a means of resistance to denaturalize the 

heterosexual hegemony, or as a means of possibilities of sexual differences.  

Moreover, in the case of Ali’s discourse of femininity, we see power operates within 

relationships.  Tending to rebel against the status quo, Ali actively strives for her 
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subject positions in the process of negotiating discursive constraints, offering 

alternative subjectivity to the married woman as well as the on-line correspondent. 

     The second aspect for us to consider in Ali’s discourse of femininity as 

transgressive power refers to the use of pleasure.  While an orthodox goal for genital 

sex is procreation, which is guaranteed by bourgeois ideologies, a sexual life, 

according to Ali, should be committed specifically to achieving pleasure from the 

body beyond the need of reproduction.  In his analysis of proliferation of discourses 

on sex, Foucault points out that the main concern with the use of pleasure in a 

bourgeois society is “to ensure population, to reproduce labor capacity, to perpetuate 

the form of social relations: in short, to constitute a sexuality that is economically 

useful and politically conservative” (36-37).17  Also, there are two main systems for 

governing sex: one refers to the law of marriage and the other to the order of desires 

(Foucault 39-40).  In a word, other forms of sexual relations— homosexuality, 

sodomy, (extramarital) adultery, carnal incest, bestiality, to name only the most 

conspicuous axes— are considered forbidden because the very acts of perversity are 

“contrary to nature” and “against the law” (38).  Accordingly, the use of pleasure is 

confined as a means of reproduction.  A heterosexual system/institution central to the 

maintenance of patriarchy is solidly endorsed even though a power-over relation 

exists.18  However, Ali believes that a sexual relationship should be achieved beyond 

the need of production.  A woman will gain her subjectivity when acting as a sexual 

                                                 
17 See also Foucault’s “The Perverse Implantation” in The History of Sexuality: Volume 1: An 
Introduction, trans, Robert Hurley (NY: Vintage, 1990), 36-49. 
18 Such kind of essentialized sexual orientation and binary thinking is challenged by Foucault’s 
analysis on sexuality.  It is not so much to see sexuality as an essential attribute as to see it as a social 
construct because what is defined as an orthodox or peripheral sexuality depends mainly on a 
complicated network of mechanism pertaining to power on human bodies and their pleasures. 
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agent during the process of sexual intercourse.  The same is true of a lesbian 

relationship between Ali and the married woman.  Yet, there are two types of sexual 

agents: one is as promiscuous as the married woman is, and the other like Ali 

accomplishes his/her sexual pleasure for the sake of love and passionate feelings 

instead of the needs for procreation or practical interests.  It seems that the latter acts 

as a truly sexual agent, free from the structural constraints, in contrast to the 

self-regulated married woman, considering the affair (promiscuous behavior) an 

escape or a dream.  Moreover, female sexuality should not be viewed as fixed and 

restricted, but as mobile, plural and multiple.  Ali’s lesbian texts set a good example 

to manifest this point.  Such lesbian texts will be explored fully in the following 

section. 

Lesbian Discourse 

     I have illustrated the concepts of femininity and women’s subjectivity in light of 

confessional discourse and discourse of femininity.  Both aspects of discourse can 

serve as the sites of resistance in relation to the discourse of masculinity.  Also, an 

emancipatory political/social change might occur when the essentialized binary 

system has been undermined by discourses marked as transgressive power.  Now I 

will move toward a specific feminist discourse— that is, lesbian discourse— to explore 

how a female subject position is formulated, mainly in terms of Hélène Cixous’s 

analysis of female sexuality. 19 

     According to Cixous, people’s subject positions are gendered as man or woman, 

masculine or feminine in traditional western thoughts.  Such a binary system is so 
                                                 
19 See Hélène Cixous’s “The Laugh of the Medusa” in New French Feminisms: An Anthology, ed. 
Elaine Marks and Isabelle de Courtivron (NY: Schocken, 1980), 245-264. 
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solidly fixed and stabilized over the past nineteen centuries that “woman” and 

“feminine” are constructed as a binary opposition to “man” as well as “masculine.”  

Moreover, a woman’s subject position is formed while she is entering into the 

symbolic.20  This kind of personhood means that only one type of female sexuality is 

endorsed by the phallogocentric society; namely, a passively heterosexual sexuality.  

What we describe as female sexuality is simply defined by (male) sexuality.  To put 

it in a direct way, a female pleasure comes from the pleasures passively filled by a 

penis.  Cixous concludes that there is no such thing as female sexuality in the 

phallogocentric system since it is always formulated by the presence of a penis.  To a 

point-blank refusal of a passively reproductive sexuality endorsed by the 

phallogocentric system, women must reclaim, by writing their own stories, female 

sexuality, intrinsic to the female body.21  In the case of Ali’s lesbian texts, a 

particular woman-centered sexuality is adequately manifested. 

     Women could have their own history and subject positions in contrast with 

passive and subordinate beings in the symbolic order.  It is possible for women to 

accomplish their sexual pleasure beyond the needs of procreation and interests if they 

make an attempt to explore their bodies.  Such physical desire or sexuality is 

intrinsic within the body before women enter into the symbolic.  Ali states: 

                                                 
20 The symbolic, or the Law of the Father, advocated by French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, is a term 
for the center of (linguistic) system that governs the whole structure. It is also called the Phallus.  
Lacan says that it is the child’s entry into the symbolic to take up a subject position when an infant is 
about eighteen months old.  
21 Cixous considers, in “The Laugh of Medusa,” female sexuality heterogeneous rather than passively 
homogeneous, stating, “[Y]ou can’t talk about a female sexuality, uniform, homogeneous, classifiable 
into codes— any more than you can talk about one unconscious resembling another. Women’s 
imaginary is inexhaustible, like music, painting, writing: their stream of phantasms is incredible.” See 
page 246. 
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     If we move further back, through a smaller window that is really a 

gateway, there is less and less to measure ourselves by.  We are coming 

into a dark region.  A single word might appear.  An icon.  This icon is 

a private Madonna, a guide, an understanding.  Very often we remember 

it from our dreams.  ‘Yes,’ we say.  ‘Yes, this is a world.  I have been 

here.’  It comes back to us like a scent from childhood. 

     These lives of ours that press in on us must be heard. 

     We are our own oral history.  A living memoir of time.  (TPB 120) 

In Cixous’s analysis, female sexuality is unrepresentable in the phallogocentric 

system and exists in women’s dreams/unconsciousness.  Yet an individual woman’s 

alternative personhood could be formulated in the symbolic order if she is willing to 

discover what her body really feels just as Ali does.  By so doing, the individual 

woman becomes an active (sexual) subject, free from any discursive constraints.22  

In light of writing her own sexuality, Ali answers what the correspondent’s need, 

“Freedom, just for one night,” because the correspondent, if being a sexual agent like 

Ali, is able to own her sense of freedom (subjectivity)23 not only for one night but 

also for good. 

     It cannot be emphasized too strongly that a woman’s alternative 

personhood/subjectivity is formed by means of exploring her heterogeneous female 

sexuality. 24  A subject position she secures is totally different from a passively 

subordinated one in the symbolic order.  Yet, there are many ways in which women 

                                                 
22 A subject here means that one will secure one’s subjectivity by performing the action actively as a 
sexually independent agent or an active performer. 
23 Once securing her subjectivity, the correspondent will have got the sense of freedom. 
24 See footnote 21. 
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pursue their sexual pleasures as (sexual) subjects.  Among them is a lesbian 

relationship.  Such a relationship is described by Ali as a reciprocal relationship 

without the exercise of power: 

     Sex between women is mirror geography.  The subtlety of its 

secret— utterly the same, utterly different.  You are a looking-glass world.  

You are the hidden place that opens to me on the other side of the glass.  I 

touch your smooth surface and then my fingers sink through to the other 

side.  You are what the mirror reflects and invents.  I see my self, I see 

you, two, one, none.  I don’t know.  Maybe I don’t need to know.  Kiss 

me.  (TPB 204) 

Again, Ali’s lesbian texts are celebrated as subversive power to resist oppression and 

discrimination against women or lesbians.  Thus, it can be concluded that the 

unequal structural dichotomy of man/woman or heterosexuality/homosexuality is 

undermined when a woman reclaims her alternative subject position by means of a 

reciprocal lesbian relationship. 

     Finally, it may be worth pointing out that a female sexual agent Ali proposes is 

one who actively performs the action just for oneself without considering scruples or 

discursive constraints too much.  Yet, it does not mean that a promiscuous 

relationship is permitted by Ali if the married woman tends to claim a subject position 

by having a complicated relationship with both sexes, an approach exploring her 

heterogeneous female sexuality.  The point is that a woman should actively take an 

action for herself, free from practical interests or ideological constraints.  Also, she is 

truthful to her own passionate feelings and responsible for any decision she has made. 



Chang 51 

     This short chapter is obviously unlikely to include as much detailed discussion 

as one would like.  Yet this chapter seeks to explore an issue on women’s autonomy 

of femininity by means of Foucault’s discourse analysis and its modification for 

feminist critique.  There are at least three aspects for us to consider: the confessional, 

discourse of femininity and lesbian discourse.  The three types of discourse as 

transgressive power serve not only the sites of resistance, but also the prospects of a 

social transformation.  In the case of Al’s virtual love affair, it seems that the married 

woman chooses to come back to her normal heterosexual world.  In a word, the 

married woman cannot liberate herself from privileges of male dominance when 

negotiating what it means to be a sexual subject.  Similarly, Ali fails to extend 

his/her desire of boundary-crossing into the realistic world where the married 

woman’s social identity/position relies.  Yet, what Ali really intends is to persuade 

the correspondent and other on-line readers out of dominant ideologies.  Thereby, 

both the correspondent’s desire and Al’s will be accomplished and realized. 


